FISKE FULLDOME FILM FESTIVAL
OFFICIAL PROGRAM
July 30th - August 20th

On behalf of Fiske Planetarium and the Department of Astrophysical and Planetary Sciences of the University of Colorado,
we would like to thank each of you for attending the annual Fiske Full Dome Film Festival.
Our festival is a celebration of the immersive experience. This is a time of rapid advances in the technologies
of presenting video, on small screens and large. We are pleased and proud to use our unique position as one
of the leading US universities in the fields of astronomy, space exploration, and science teaching to
encourage the public, professionals and the larger community to find outstanding ways to use immersive media.
We have designed the festival to be a conduit for artists, performers, producers, directors, vendors, and scientists
to sample the best the full dome community has to offer, and to make plans for future productions.
Fiske Planetarium & Science Center seeks to inspire passion in every individual to explore science and to bridge the
university and broader communities.
					Dr. Doug Duncan, Director, Fiske Planetarium

welcome to fiske

		

Dr. Andrew Hamilton, Chair, Department of Astrophysical & Planetary Sciences

Award Sponsor

Public Showcase Sponsor

2K SHORT

Intensional Particle Dome Installation
S20, as part of Mons 2015, European Capital of Culture – Digital projects; 2K; 30fps; 7 min.

When waterfalls and rivers are seen from afar, they seem to maintain
static forms; yet, when one zooms into them on a microscopic
level, they consist of ceaseless motions such as swells, waves and vortex.
Based on this concept, Umeda reinterprets the particles in space not as
static molecules but as active particles. It visualizes the intensional force
generated from Umeda’s physical movement. Originally created as a dance
work, Intensional Particle has been recreated into a dome installation.

A World Underwater: The Reefs of Belize
Charles Hayden Planetarium, Museum of Science, Boston; 4K; 30fps; 3 minutes

4K CLIP

This 3-minute fulldome piece strings together some of the best underwater
immersive video captured during a January 2016 expedition to Belize.
Footage by award-winning underwater photographer Keith Ellenbogen and
MIT theoretical physicist Allan Adams. Post-production by Jason Fletcher
from the Charles Hayden Planetarium at the Museum of Science in Boston.

Chiang Mai Deep Trip
The inconceivable beauty of Thailand from a new perspective of a fulldome
operator. Unusual camera angles and colorful pictures reveal unique facets
of reality to experience the wonderful and magical world of Asia.

4K CLIP

FulldomeLab Thailand; 4K; 30fps; 5 minutes

EFT Launch

4K CLIP

Copyright 2014 Lockheed Martin Corporation/United Launch Alliance, Fiske Planetarium
2min 10s, 4K; 30fps;

NASA marked a major milestone on its journey to Mars as the Orion
spacecraft completed its first voyage to space during Exploration Flight
Test-1, traveling farther than any spacecraft designed for astronauts has
been in more than 40 years. Orion blazed into the morning sky at 7:05
a.m. EST on Dec. 5, 2014 lifting off from Space Launch Complex 37 at Cape
Canaveral Air Force Station in Florida on a United Launch Alliance Delta IV
Heavy rocket. During the uncrewed test, Orion traveled twice through the
Van Allen belt where it experienced high periods of radiation, and reached
an altitude of 3,600 miles above Earth. Orion also hit speeds of 20,000
mph and weathered temperatures approaching 4,000 degrees Fahrenheit
as it entered Earth’s atmosphere.

4K SHORT

Celestial Clutter
COSI; 4K; 30fps; 12 minutes 20 seconds

Celestial Clutter is the first fulldome work from Charles Csuri, the “father
of digital art and computer animation”. Charles Csuri has been working in
the field of computer animation for over 50 years, with works included in
the permanent collection of New York’s Museum of Modern Art. Celestial
Clutter was created with software designed by Charles Csuri and is a
fulldome psychedelic kaleidoscope.

Continuum Infinitum
“Continuum Infinitum” unfolds before your eyes by revealing finer and finer
details emanating from a single point. It is a meditation on the mechanics
of time and space as infinite and seamless processes.

4K SHORT

Ben Ridgway; 4K; 30fps; 1 minute 22 seconds

El Deseo
To make a wish blowing a dandelion, a girl travels through different worlds
on a fantastic journey that takes her to be part of the stars.

4K SHORT

Susana Mora Ochoa; 4K / 30fps; 5 minutes

4K SHORT

Flower Universe
GOTO INC; 4K; 30fps; 10 minutes

Makoto Azuma is the flower artist, who launched the experimental botanical
lab Azuma Makoto Kaju Kenkyusho (AMKK). He has been focusing on
his project arranging flowers in all kinds of mundane situations that don’t
occur in the realm of nature, and continues to pursue the beauty of plants
from a unique point of view. This show lets us experience his world with
powerful fulldome movie. Brightly colored flower planet is taken by highresolution 4K camera, emerges in the outer space filled in the dome.
It is an experimental show as if traveling back and forth between flowers
and universe as well as micro and macro world.

4K SHORT

HORIZON
GOTO INC; 4K; 30fps; 1min 30sec.

The long-awaited journey to the horizon of the Universe starts in the winter
of 2016.
Humanity has long scanned the horizon for the understanding of unknown
worlds. Science brought analysis and at least partial understanding, but we
continue to pursue the horizon. We will approach the horizon through the
voices of people who have been chasing the stars through the Ptolemaic
theory, the Copernican theory, steady state cosmology, to the big bang theory.

Journey to the Centre of the Milky Way
What lies at the heart of our galaxy? For twenty years, ESO’s Very Large
Telescope and the Keck telescopes have observed the centre of the Galaxy,
looking at the motion of more than a hundred stars and identifying the
position of an otherwise invisible object — the supermassive black hole at
the centre of our galaxy. Embark on a Journey to the Centre of the Milky
Way and during seven minutes travel faster than light, from the driest
place on Earth, the Atacama Desert in Chile right to the centre of our own
galaxy, where a black hole is consuming anything that strays into its path. 84
million stars will appear in front of your eyes, each hiding mysteries waiting
to be solved. Are there planets around them, perhaps with moons? Do they
have water? Could they harbour life?

4K SHORT

ESO; 4K; 30fps; 6 minutes 44 seconds

Orange Sky
This piece is an excerpt from a live storytelling event held at the Charles
Hayden Planetarium in April 2016, exploring the theme of “Light in the Dark.”

4K SHORT

Charles Hayden Planetarium, Museum of Science, Boston; 4K; 30fps; 10 minutes

4K SHORT

Rona and the Moon
OHU Domes; 4K; 30fps; 5 minutes 36 seconds

An animation story of a Maori myth, as to how the Moon came to be as it is
today.

4K SHORT

Tribocycle
Ben Ridgway; 4K; 30 fps; 1 minute 22 seconds
An infinite design. A moment in time. A moving meditation.

Clark Planetarium; 4K; 60fps; 31 minutes 26 seconds

Robo-kids Cy, Annie and their dog Armstrong get a lot more than they
expected from their class field trip in an impromptu adventure. Travel along
exploring the Sun, Earth and Moon, with a witty starship computer as
navigator and guide. Race along on the surface of the Moon! Collect an
asteroid sample in low gravity! Survive a solar storm! Find new
appreciation for the unique beauty of Earth. Journey along with the Accidental
Astronauts in this epic dome theater adventure.

4K FEATURE

The Accidental Astronauts: An Earth Sun
Moon Adventure

Story by award-winning children’s author Kristin Crow.

Art Universe
Originally produced for the Pepsi Art Dome at Voodoo Fest 2015 in New
Orleans, this piece is a collaboration between artists and animators at
Likuid Art and FullDomeLab. This stunning immersive installation, featuring
original score and sound design, showcases work by artists from Likuid
Art’s growing online subscription-based art repository. Conceived of and
directed by the Likuid Art creative team of David Gardner and Chris Saunders,
it presents a new way to experience art.

4K FEATURE

FullDomeLab/Fulldome.pro; 4K; 30fps; 18 minutes

4K FEATURE

Back to the Moon for Good
NSC Creative; 4K; 30fps; 24minutes 55seconds

Immerse yourself in a race to return to the Moon 40 years after the
historic Apollo landings. See how a competition among privately funded
international teams is ushering in a new era of lunar exploration. Learn about
the Moon’s resources and discover what humanity’s future on the Moon
might hold. Narrated by Tim Allen, Back To The Moon For Good presents the
Google Lunar XPRIZE, and the personal stories of competition and
collaboration it inspires.

4K FEATURE

Climate Change - What Future Are We Facing?
Albedo Fulldome; 4K; 30fps; 25 minutes 32 seconds

Earth is the only world in the solar system where we know life exists.
Countless species of plants and animals live on its surface and in its oceans.
However, Earth is changing. Earth is warming up and the signs are obvious.
Are these changes due to Earth’s natural cycles or are humans affecting our
climate? Are we on a path of no return? In this documentary, we’re using
the latest science to share the story of climate change. Explore it´s causes,
see its effects, and find out if humans can adapt to the climate change we
have caused, or work together to reduce it.

COS - Cosmic Origins Spectrograph
The Cosmic Origins Spectrograph (COS) was installed aboard the
Hubble Space Telescope in 2009 during the final Hubble service mission.
Through the data that it provides scientists, COS is exposing the origins of
the Universe itself.

American Museum of Natural History; 4K; 30fps; 25 minutes 29 seconds

The American Museum of Natural History’s latest space show celebrates
a new age of cosmic discovery as well as its deepest mysteries.
Dark Universe features spectacular scenes of recent spacecraft, such as
the Galileo probe’s breathtaking plunge into Jupiter’s atmosphere, the most
accurate visualizations ever produced, such as a Milky Way galaxy spangled
with exploding supernovas, and novel renderings of hotly discussed
phenomena, like dark matter.

4K FEATURE

Dark Universe

4K FEATURE

Fiske Planetarium Production; 4K; 30fps; 27minutes 55seconds

4K FEATURE

Decoding Starlight
Hong Kong Space Museum; 4K; 30fps; 32 minutes 13 seconds

Since ancient times, humanity has been fascinated by the starry sky.
They even grouped stars into constellations and associated them with
mythological figures or daily objects. However, these interesting stories were
also all that the ancients knew of the stars. What actually are stars? How far
away are the stars from us? The ancients have been puzzled without a clue.
In the sky show “Decoding Starlight” the audience follows the footsteps
of astronomers to unlock the secrets of the stars. What more can starlight
reveal about the mysteries of the universe?

4K FEATURE

Dino Planet
FullDomeLab/Fulldome.pro; 4K; 30fps; 15 minutes

On Dino Planet, Professor Schwartz has been raising dinosaurs since they
were eggs. Now he would like to show you his pre-historic pets. Join him
for an exciting and educational journey. Observe and learn about different
types of dinosaurs as the tour winds through majestic tropical forests, an
abandoned launch site and a frozen sled track. The professor is keen to
share all he has learned about the creatures in his care. He might need to
use his knowledge to return everyone home safely.

The Heavens of Copernicus Productions; 4K; 30fps; 35 minutes

From ancient myths of the phoenix and the flying carpet to legends of flying
gods and dragons, humans have treasured the dream to fly. The ancient
Chinese achieved flight of a sort with their kites, and Hindus believed in
vimanas carrying warriors through the skies. Artist and visionary inventor
Leonardo da Vinci sketched out his dreams of flight by mechanical means.
The history of flight is a story of innovation and discovery, through the
achievements of the Montgolfier brothers and their balloons to Louis Bleriot,
Otto Lilienthal, and the Wright Brothers. The use of planes in both wartime
and peacetime is woven into the history of the 20th century. Today, we use
amazing jets to fly around the globe. Our ultimate goal -- the stars -- is now
part of humanity’s ancient visions of flight.

GOTO INC; 4K; 30fps; 26 minutes

The Earth, such a wonderful planet we are living on! Experience the phenomenon
created by the atmosphere that surrounds the Earth in dome screen, such as
an aurora, a meteor stream, snow, and clouds. Mr. KAGAYA, a digital graphic
artist, demonstrates beautiful digital images that will cleanse your heart while
he leads you through the Story of the Sky.
Please enjoy seasonal starry sky with dynamic music.

4K FEATURE

Earth Symphony

4K FEATURE

Dream to Fly

4K FEATURE

Extrasolar Planets
Albedo Fulldome; 4K; 30fps; 30 minutes 46 seconds

We live on a small planet that revolves around an average star, like many
others in our galaxy. Are the planets that orbit our star what distinguish it
from the others? Are there also planets that revolve around other stars? If
that is the case, could it be that there are inhabitable worlds like Earth? For
now, we only know of one planet where life has developed… ours! Scientists
hope one day to find life somewhere on one of the many extrasolar planets,
even if only in the form of microorganisms. The search for extrasolar planets
focuses on stars that distantly neighbor our Sun. Glimpse into exotic worlds
we might one day get to know – if only from a distance. Who knows… we
may find our neighbors somewhere out there…

4K FEATURE

From Earth to the Universe
ESO; 4K; 30fps; 31 minutes 46 seconds

The night sky, both beautiful and mysterious, has been the subject of
campfire stories, ancient myths and awe for as long as there have been
people. A desire to comprehend the Universe may well be humanity’s oldest
shared intellectual experience. Yet only recently have we truly begun to
grasp our place in the vast cosmos. To learn about this journey of celestial
discovery, from the theories of the ancient Greek astronomers to today’s
grandest telescopes, we invite you to experience From Earth to the Universe.

Ghosts of Jupiter: Music Experience
In a joint production, The Museum of Science, Boston and Moonracer
Entertainment LLC have joined together to co-produce the full dome rock ‘n
roll film, Ghosts of Jupiter: Music Experience.
Inspired by the old school laser rock shows from the Seventies, the Ghosts
of Jupiter: Music Experience reinvents the experience for today’s audience.
Featuring original music from the Boston-bred rock quintet’s self-titled
album, Ghosts of Jupiter, the film is powered by vibrant 4K full dome video
and full 5.1 surround sound. Ghosts of Jupiter: Music Experience is a fully
immersive rock entertainment show that transports visitors to the outermost
reaches of the mind.

California Academy of Sciences; 4K; 30fps; 24minutes 19seconds

Living networks connect and support life forms large and small—from
colonies of tiny microbes and populations of massive whales to everexpanding human societies. In the California Academy of Sciences’ latest
original planetarium show, Habitat Earth, discover what it means to live in
today’s connected world. Through stunning visualizations of the natural
world, dive below the ocean’s surface to explore the dynamic relationships
found in kelp forest ecosystems, travel beneath the forest floor to see
how Earth’s tallest trees rely on tiny fungi to survive, and journey to new
heights to witness the intricate intersection between human and ecological
networks.

4K FEATURE

Habitat Earth

4K FEATURE

Moonracer Entertainment LLC; 4K; 30fps; 23 minutes

4K FEATURE

The Hidden Code
Sozo Artists, Inc.; 4K; 60fps; 1 hour

Imagine a visual odyssey through the cosmos, driven by lush musical
compositions, and inspired by complex themes of astronomy, engineering,
biology, and psychology. Paul D Miller aka DJ Spooky composed the music
for The Hidden Code based on conversations with several of Dartmouth’s
finest physicists, astronomers, engineers, biologists, neuroscientists,
and computer scientists. Commissioned by The Neukom Institute of
Computational Science at Dartmouth College, featuring original poetry by
physicist/author Marcelo Gleiser and stunning visuals created by the staff
of the award-winning Charles Hayden Planetarium at Museum of Science
Boston, The Hidden Code is a multimedia experience that is the ultimate
fusion of art and science.

4K FEATURE

Journey to a Billion Suns
Stargarten; 4K; 30fps; 26 minutes

Have you ever considered how the distance to the stars is measured?
Join us on our stunning journey to the 3rd dimension of our Milky Way.

Incoming!
Asteroids and comets have collided with our planet throughout its history,
changing the course of life on Earth and shaping the world we know today.
Narrated by George Takei, Incoming! explores the past, present, and future
of our Solar System and the landmark discoveries scientists have made
sending spacecraft to visit tiny worlds. In the latest original planetarium
show from the California Academy of Sciences, cutting-edge visualizations
will bring real-time data from current NASA missions to life while taking
audiences on a ride through the dynamic story of our cosmic origins. Along
the way, audiences will discover what these impacts from above can teach
us—and how scientific advances may allow us to find and track cosmic
threats before they reach planet Earth.

GOTO INC; 4K; 30fps; 26 minutes

Curtain waves, light swirls, and then breaks up. Different aurora captured
by time-lapse is recreated in dome. Using Computer Graphics, explain
mechanism of how aurora is generated. Glacier shot from high level, image
of arctic and row of mountains. This is a production that lets you fully enjoy
the attractiveness of aurora along with the nature of Ireland and Alaska.

4K FEATURE

Kagaya’s Aurora

4K FEATURE

California Academy of Sciences; 4K; 30fps; 35 minutes

4K FEATURE

Lichtmond
Planetarium Hamburg; 4K; 30fps; 1 hour 10 minutes

With LICHTMOND 3 “Days of Eternity” gold and platinum winning sound
architects Giorgio and Martin Koppehele continue their artistic journey by
setting another audiovisual milestone. Perfect sound and a fabulous, songbased story merge in the LICHTMOND 3 experience that takes you on a
fantastic journey to the pristine world of the planet “Chronos” - the universal
giver of time - where time disappears, time goes and time is born.

4K FEATURE

Life Under the Arctic Sky
Mirage 3D; 4K; 24fps; 32minutes 55seconds

Two hundred miles North of the Arctic Circle, near the jagged tips of
Norway’s crown, the Sun does not set for weeks on end during the Summer
months, and the midnight Sun bounces off fields of midsummer snow. Sami
herders call their work boazovázzi, which translates as “reindeer walker,”
and that’s exactly what herders once did. In the Sami’s homeland, spread
across northern Norway, Sweden, Finland, and Russia, the notion of time is
untethered from the cycles of the sun and is yoked instead to something far
more important: the movement of the reindeer. During the long winter nights
the Northern Lights lit up the Arctic Sky above. A mesmerizing spectacle
described by ancient Myths and only recently explained by modern science.

Musica
The sound of a forest, a flower, a sunset, the vast stadium of stars… A girl is
mesmerized by the beauty of Nature and asks, “Why do I sense beauty?”
A quiet pianist who calls himself “Musica” shows her the common elements
hiding in both music and Nature. And so begins the endless conversation
she has with Musica… and the Universe.

Saint-Etienne Planetarium Production; 4K; 30fps; 28 minutes 46 seconds

Polaris is a playful story combining pedagogy and astonishing 3D
effects. Addressing astronomical concepts such as the tilt of the Earth’s
axis, planetary types and ice in the solar system, the show also introduces
key elements of the scientific method.

4K FEATURE

Polaris, the Space Submarine and the Mystery of the Polar
Night

4K FEATURE

GOTO Inc.; 4K; 30fps; 25minutes 44second

4K FEATURE

Rosetta
Fulldome Film Society/Fisheye Vision/FullDomeLab/Fulldome.pro; 4K; 30fps; 23 minutes

Fulldome Film Society together with Kiev Planetarium and Atmasfera
360 Center are proud to present the unique fulldome show dedicated to
a breakthrough discovery and space mission to the core of the comet 67P.
Join the comet discoverer Klim Churyumov in the story about the origins of
the Solar System and life on Earth. Meet the challenges of a 10 year long
mission with “Rosetta” spacecraft and the “Philae” lander. Become the first
to find oneself on the comet surface!

4K FEATURE

Samskara 2.0
FullDomeLab/Fulldome.pro; 4K; 30fps; 20 minutes

The second iteration of the Android Jones/FullDomeLab collaboration Samskara. In the original Samskara FullDomeLab took Android’s 2D artwork
and added depth and some animated 3D objects to create a stunning
immersive experience. In this version Android has created 3D artwork from
scratch and worked with FullDomeLab to bring his visions to life.

The Secrets of Gravity
The young magician’s apprentice LIMBRADUR is far more interested in the
universe and its secrets than boring magic spells. He is fascinated by the
stars, the universe and the laws of nature. So, one night he sneaks into
the Albert Einstein Museum where he meets ALBYX3, a small, clever but
rather quirky robot who knows all about Albert Einstein and his theories.
ALBY takes LIMBRADUR on a magical journey of discovery through time
and space, during which they do not only uncover the secrets of gravity but
also learn much about friendship and imagination.

Spitz Creative Media; 4K; 30fps; 23minutes 59seconds

A fury is building on the surface of the Sun—high-velocity jets, a fiery
tsunami wave 100,000 kilometers high, rising loops of electrified gas.
What’s driving these strange phenomena? How will they affect planet
Earth? Find the answers as we venture into the seething interior of our
star. Solar Superstorms is a major new production that takes viewers into
the tangle of magnetic fields and superhot plasma that vent the Sun’s rage
in dramatic flares, violent solar tornadoes, and the largest eruptions in the
solar system: coronal mass ejections.

4K FEATURE

Solar Superstorms

4K FEATURE

Softmachine Immersive Production GmbH; 4K; 30fps; 45 minutes

4K FEATURE

Sound and Visuals for Panic Attacks
COSI; 4K; 30fps; 19 mintues 35 seconds

Sound and Visuals for Panic Attacks explores the phenomenon of
generalized anxiety disorder and panic disorder and the influence of both
of these medical conditions of the output of the artist. While Ty has been
performing for over 15 years, he also started experiencing these medical
conditions around the same time. As told by Ty “During these episodes even
the smallest visual or sonic events become amplified and distorted in my
mind. This piece is an attempt to recreate the experiences of these events,
allowing the audience to explore the experience my experience, which is
something that only an immersive space like the dome can facilitate.”

4K FEATURE

Space School
Oceanic Research Group Inc.; 4K; 60fps; 25 minutes

Space School is a live-action fulldome production about underwater
astronaut training. Filmed with the cooperation of NASA, it follows
astronauts from the Neutral Buoyancy Lab in Houston to the NEEMO
training at Aquarius Reef Base off Key Largo, Florida. Shot in 6K/60p

Starlight
Starlight is told through the eyes of Margaret, as she steps back in time to
relive childhood fears of the dark that awoke her curiosity about the night
sky. Join Margaret as she takes you on an out-of-this-world journey to
discover constellations and ancient cultures, the birth and death of a star
and the inner workings of our Sun.

Morehead Planetarium and Science Center; 4K; 30fps; 22 minutes

Join uniquely-animated brothers Wilbur and Orville Wright for a fullthrottle adventure through the history and into the future of aeronautics.
Learn about the four forces of flight — lift, weight, thrust and drag — with
demonstrations by the Wright brothers and share observations and
discoveries with Leonardo da Vinci as he creates his “flying machine.” Along
the way, you’ll meet Bessie Coleman, the first woman of African American
and Native American descent to earn an aviation pilot’s license; break the
sound barrier with Chuck Yeager; and take an exhilarating flight across the
Atlantic Ocean with Amelia Earhart.

4K FEATURE

Take Flight

4K FEATURE

Melbourne Planetarium; 4K; 30fps; 27minutes 3seconds

4K FEATURE

We are Stars
NSC; 4K; 30fps; 26 minutes

What are we made of?
Where did it all come from?
Explore the secrets of our cosmic chemistry and our explosive origins.
Connect life on Earth to the evolution of the Universe by following the
formation of Hydrogen atoms to the synthesis of Carbon and the molecules
for life. We Are Stars is the world’s first science documentary designed and
created for both VR headsets and immersive dome screens in full spherical
360° high frame rate stereoscopic 3D 8K x 8K.

8K SHORT

Multiverse
Pat Clark Media; 8K; 30fps; 4 minutes 45 seconds

Multiverse is a visual study of unknown worlds. This film uses high-resolution
macro time lapse photography to create a truly immersive visual experience.
Using minimal digital image manipulation, nearly all of the visuals for this
film were produced using in-camera effects.

Blue Boulder
University of Colorado Boulder; 8K; 30fps

This project was created by students from the University of Colorado Boulder.
This film captures Boulder Colorado in a series of time lapse photographs.

Regan Bervar, University of Colorado at Boulder; 4K Still

A new viewpoint for the dome. Photography to engage the audience.

Boulder in Motion
Luke Davis, University of Colorado Boulder Department of Critical Media Practices

The Clear Blue Sky after a Winter Storm in Boulder Colorado.

PHOTOGRAPHY

Where’s the Peanut Butter?

8K FEATURE

To Space & Back
Sky-Skan Inc.; The Franklin Institute; 8K; 60fps; 25 minutes 36 seconds

Space exploration – our greatest adventure – is having a big impact on
our lives. It’s helping us to discover a universe of unimaginable scale and
beauty, and it’s reaching down into our world and influencing the way we live.
To Space & Back takes audiences on an incredible journey from the far
reaches of our known universe to our own planet. It is an extraordinary
story of human ingenuity and incredible engineering, describing how the
technology that transports us through space is paving the way for the
devices and apps we use every day. What’s happening above is coming
back down to Earth!

8K FEATURE

Asteroid: Mission Extreme
Sky-Skan Inc.; National Geographic 8K; 60fps; 25 minutes 39 seconds

Asteroid: Mission Extreme takes audiences on an epic journey to discover how
asteroids are both a danger and an opportunity. The danger lies in the possibility
of a cataclysmic collision with Earth; the opportunity is the fascinating idea that
asteroids could be stepping stones to other worlds – veritable way stations
in space – enabling us to cross the Solar System. Explore what it would take
for astronauts to reach an asteroid and how such an adventure could benefit
humankind. Produced by Sky-Skan and National Geographic. Directed by
Annette Sotheran-Barnett.

Ancient Light: ArchaeoAstronomy of the Southwest
In A.D. 900-1150 a thriving civilization developed in the Southwest in the
United States centered around Chaco Canyon, a UNESCO World Heritage
Site, International Dark Sky Park, and National Historical Park in northern
New Mexico. Astronomy played an important role in this culture, reflected
in their architecture and rock art. We document the canyon and the outlying
Great House communities of Chimney Rock, Salmon, and Aztec, capturing
celestial alignments, observations of sun and moon and their records of
dramatic astronomical events.

4K - Live

Dr. Erica Ellingson & Fiske Planetarium Production; 4K; 30fps / Live

DJ Spooky: The Hidden Code
Imagine a visual odyssey through the cosmos, driven by lush musical
compositions and inspired by complex themes of astronomy, engineering,
biology, and psychology. The Hidden Code is the newest work by Paul D.
Miller, aka DJ Spooky. Commissioned by Dartmouth College’s Neukom
Institute for Computational Science, Miller composed the album based
on conversations with several of Dartmouth’s leading researchers.

4K - Live

Paul Miller, Museum of Science Boston, Dartmouth - 4K; 30fps / Live

Résonances Boréales

6K - Live

RZ Productions; 8K; 30fps; 42 minutes /Live

Equipped with an upright piano planted in the rock of the Canadian
Shield, sitting on the edge of the taiga, Roman Zavada pushed his creative
boundaries by getting inspiration from one of the most majestic and grand
phenomena on our planet : the northern lights.
A colourful immersive show in which Roman Zavada presents a live dialogue
between the piano’s resonating strings and auroras filmed in real time and
360°. Dive into the heart of the boreal forest, under the polar lights, for an
incomparable and unique experience!

Spontaneous Fantasia

8K - Live

J-Walt; 8K Realtime Animation

Spontaneous Fantasia is the digital live performance work of pioneering
multimedia artist J-Walt. He utilizes the latest in interactive computer
graphics techniques to bring paintings to life. The result is an improvised
real-time immersive animated movie that unfolds before an audience.
This artwork incorporates elements of animation, theater, dance,
painting, sculpture, music, architecture, and interactive art.

Pulse of Nature
After selling out his first show in the United States at Fiske Planetarium
in April, Chilean virtuoso guitarist and composer, Javier Sepúlveda,
comes back to Fiske to perform an exclusive Pulse of Nature concert
live! This epic musical experience will feature Javier Sepúlveda on lead
guitar, Georges Bous on drums, and Phill Moss on bass. Come join
us for this amazing experience that merges world class inspirational
progressive rock music, with outstanding 360° images from the universe
and realtime visual effects show.

Thank you to everyone who contributed their time and
energy in making the 2016 Fiske Fulldome Film Festival
successful.

4K - Live

Javier Sepulveda - 4K; 30fps / Live

